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RECOLLECT THE STORIES OF WORLD WAR II THROUGH THE MILITARY
ENCAMPMENT, UNDERGROUND COMPLEXES AND SECRET RESERVOIRS AT
MOUNT FABER AND SENTOSA
Singapore, 3 May 2019 – Mount Faber and Sentosa are known for their expansive
tourist offerings including the cable car, beaches and integrated resorts (IRs), but do
you know that the area was home to several key military encampments and
underground complexes during World War II? At Mount Faber, a fort comprising a
signal station, gun batteries and plotting room was constructed to coordinate
Singapore’s various artillery batteries such as Buona Vista, Pasir Panjang, Labrador,
Siloso, Serapong, Connaught and Silingsing in the event of an invasion. In Sentosa,
the defunct Fort Serapong was equipped with 7-inch guns, 64 pounders and a
command centre for close combat battles and guarding the island against amphibious
attacks. Both the underground chambers and military complexes at Mount Faber and
Fort Serapong would be officially opened to the public for the first time in the
upcoming heritage tour, My Mount Faber & Sentosa Heritage Tour.
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My Mount Faber & Sentosa Heritage Tour explores the secret reservoirs,

underground chambers and military complexes constructed by the British to defend
Singapore against pirates and military invasion. The guided tour weaves in interesting
anecdotes from former residents at Mount Faber and military personnel stationed in
Sentosa. The tour also provides an excellent opportunity for Singaporeans to discover
the history and heritage of Mount Faber and Sentosa beyond its tourist-centric
programmes. The tour is one of the nine guided tours developed and organised by
civic organisation My Community and is supported by Sentosa Development
Corporation and Anglo-Chinese School (International). The tour takes place on every

2nd weekend (both Saturdays and Sundays) and participants can register the tour at
www.mycommunity.eventbrite.sg.
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Mr Kwek Li Yong, Founder and President of My Community, said, “Every

community has a story to tell. The glittery lights and flamboyant resorts at Sentosa
and Mount Faber have obscured the social memories of the communities which exist
or had existed. Through this heritage walk, we wish to narrate the endearing story of
the common man and reconnect Singaporeans to the rich and diverse history and
heritage of Mount Faber and Sentosa. The guided tour is heavily curated with sensory
cues that evoke the past, layered with personal accounts and experiences which took
place on site. My Mount Faber and Sentosa Heritage Tour forms a convergence
between collective memories and individual biographies and is essential to how we
interpret and negotiate our colonial past through familiarity, sensory recollection and
community ownership.”
A walk back in time – Mount Faber and Sentosa’s transformation from a
hilly settlement and military encampment into a renowned tourist
attraction
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When Tengku Hussein wore a plumed and dignified aiguillette for his

inauguration as the Sultan of Johor on 6 February 1819, Singapore was plentifully
bestrewn with myrtle shrubs and rhododendrons. By offering the Sultan and the
Temenggong a thousand dollars, rolls of yellow and black cloth, and a lifetime
allowance to build factories, plantations and settlements, Sir Stamford Raffles secured
a strategic location at the southernmost tip of the Malayan Peninsula to establish a
trading port for the British East India Company. On the basis of free trade and
competition, Raffles and his compatriots developed banking and legal systems,
cracked down on smuggling and built an extensive network of infrastructure in the
port city. These policies bestowed Singapore with an absolute monopoly of free trade
in the Malay Archipelago as Singapore emerged as the “Clapham Junction of the
Eastern Seas.” By the 1830s, Singapore had supplanted Penang and Batavia (now

known as Jakarta) as the focal point of the Chinese junk trade and the chief export
gateway for gambier, pepper and other spices.
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In the 1840s, Temenggong Daeng Ibrahim cleared coastal mangroves and

mudflats in his Telok Blangah settlement and leased the area to a shipping company,
Peninsular & Orient, which developed coal sheds and wharfs. P & O operated the
earliest mail, cargo and passenger steamship route in the region, with their service
commencing from Ceylon or Calcutta and stopping at Penang and Singapore on the
way to Hong Kong in 1845. The first dry dock in Singapore was constructed on
Chermin Beach acquired from the Temenggong in 1859 as a joint venture between
Captain William Cloughton, Joseph Burleigh and the firms of D’Almeida and Paterson
Simons & Co. The success of Dock No. 1 meant that other docks and port facilities like
godowns soon followed, with companies including Jardines and the Borneo Co.
establishing their presence.
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The growing economic importance of the harbour and the perpetual threat of

piracy and foreign military invasion prompted the construction of several military
encampments and coastal batteries at Mount Faber and Pulau Blakang Mati (former
name for Sentosa). Built in 1936, subterranean complex known as Faber Fire
Command Fortress Plotting Room was constructed to coordinate Singapore’s various
artillery batteries such as Buona Vista, Pasir Panjang, Labrador, Siloso, Serapong,
Connaught and Silingsing in the event of an invasion. The plotting room comprised
telephone exchanges which received information about naval targets from the
observation posts and contained complex mechanical computing devices which
calculate the type of target and its range, speed and course.
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At Pulau Blakang Mati, there were four major batteries during World War II:

Serapong, Connaught, Siloso and Berhala Reping. Fort Serapong was the command
centre and was primed for close combat battles. For Connaught was the primary
counter-bombardment battery and was equipped for drawn-out battles lasting up to
an hour. For Siloso was the premier examination battery, used to inspect artillery
equipment. Fort Berhala Reping was fashioned for point defence.
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Fort Siloso and Fort Serapong played key defensive roles in the Battle of

Singapore during World War II. The forts were involved in the destruction of fuel tanks
on Pulau Bukom and Pulau Sebarok to prevent the Japanese troops from getting their
hands on more oil and rotated 180 degrees to engage the oncoming troops near Pasir
Panjang and Jurong River. After the war, Fort Siloso was transformed into a military
museum and Fort Connaught was demolished for the construction of the Tanjong Golf
Course. Fort Serapong, on the other hand, was left untouched, and its ruins still lie
derelict up to this day
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For more information, please refer to:
•

Annex A: Five things you probably don’t know about Mount Faber and Sentosa

•

Annex B: List of heritage sites on My Mount Faber & Sentosa Heritage Tour

•

Annex C: List of free guided tours developed and organised by My Community

For media enquiries and interviews, please contact:
Kwek Li Yong
President of My Community
Mobile: +65 92207712
Email: liyong@mycommunity.org.sg
Choo Lip Sin
Heritage Tour Lead
Mobile: 97979396
Email: lipsin@mycommunity.org.sg
About My Community
My Community is a non-profit organisation which researches about community
heritage and documents social memories, celebrates community arts and heritage,
and advocates for greater community involvement in cultural management and urban
governance. We aim to shape and transform community spaces through arts, culture
and heritage.
Before My Community was established as a society on 26 August 2010, the community
group began organising tours in 2008 and blogging in 2009. My Community was
registered as a charity under the Charities Act on 12 December 2015 and conferred
with the status of an Institution of Public Character on 13 December 2016.
Today, My Community organises guided tours, exhibitions, festivals and other art,
heritage and place-making programmes in Queenstown, Bukit Merah and Tiong Bahru.
We have opened Singapore’s first independent community museum in December 2018.

Annex A: Five things you probably didn’t know about Mt Faber and Sentosa
1. Mount Faber was former known as Telok Blangah Hill. The hill as christened
Mount Faber in July 1845, after engineer Captain Charles Edward Faber, who cut a
road to the top of the hill for a new signal station. The signal station was erected in
1845 and the Malay community at the foot of the hill referred the hill as Bukit Bendara
(Malay: Flag Hill). The signal station was eventually moved to Pulau Blakang Mati.
2. Besides the signal station, an extensive military encampment and gun battery, Fort
Faber, were constructed on Mount Faber. The military installation included the fire
command, plotting room and other war accommodation. Fort Faber was constructed
to coordinate Singapore’s various artillery batteries such as Buona Vista, Pasir Panjang,
Labrador, Siloso, Serapong, Connaught and Silingsing in the event of an invasion.
Faber Plotting Room had contained complex mechanical computing devices
including a Fire Direction Table, Ballistic Correction Calculators and other equipment
to collate incoming information about the type of target and its range, speed and
course.
3. Pulau Blakang Mati, or “Island of Death Behind” in Malay, was the former name of
Sentosa. The island was known as Pulau Panjang (Malay: Long Island) until 1830.
There were several versions how the island acquire this morbid name. One account
attributed the unpropitious name to the frequent occurrences of Bugis pirates savagely
pillaging the area, leaving countless lives lost in their wake. Another claimed that the
island was the burial site of warrior spirits buried at Pulau Brani. A third version
mentioned about an epidemic in the 1840s which eliminated the original Bugis settlers
on the island.
4. Pulau Blakang Mati was designated as the fortress of the western military command
during World War II. The island boasted the second heaviest guns and was heavily
fortified with four major batteries including Serapong, Siloso, Connaught,
Berhala Reping. Serapong battery was the command centre and was primed for
close combat battles. Connaught battery was the primary counter-bombardment
battery and was equipped for drawn-out battles lasting up to an hour. Siloso battery
was the premier examination battery, used to inspect artillery equipment. Berhala
Reping battery was fashioned for point defence.
5. While Pulau Blakang Mati and Mount Faber are known to Singaporeans as tourist
attractions and former military sites, the area was inhabited by small Malay, Bugis
and Chinese communities. One village near Fort Serapong was home to the Meishan
Yeo clan which had roots in the city of Meishan in China’s Sichuan province. The
villagers operated bumboats which transported soldiers from the mainland to the
island

Annex B: List of heritage sites on My Mount Faber & Sentosa Heritage Tour
No. Site
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Keppel Hill Reservoir

Brief History and Description
The Keppel Hill Reservoir is a catchment area
that derives its water largely from precipitation and
runoff from Keppel Hill. It is located about 400 m off
Telok Blangah Road in close proximity to Mount Faber.
With a shallow depth of 2m and a short length of less
than 20m, roughly a third of the size of an Olympic
swimming pool, it is unsustainable as a practical water
source and is largely abandoned. Nevertheless, it has a
functioning but rudimentary water filtration system that
uses six filter beds of different rock types to remove
sediment and a modern system of pipes and pumps in
working condition.

Official use

The reservoir is speculated to have started out as a
private pond for rainwater collection under the
Singapore Harbour Board. Although the duration which
the water body was used for is unknown, it can be seen
to be relatively old as it appeared on early maps as early
as 1905, labelled as a reservoir under the jurisdiction of
the Tanjong Pagar Dock Company (see Figure 1).
Furthermore, based on 1924 surveillance maps of the
area by the former Singapore Harbour Board, it was one
of three small reservoirs in the area used to support the
population of the small settlement living there.
However, its small size soon made it impractical for use
as a reservoir and it fell out of official use, an outcome
partially attributed to its private ownership. In the 1958
Masterplan by the Urban Redevelopment Authority, it
existed merely as an unlabelled outline, and by the early
2000s, it had been removed from most maps. It then
fell into obscurity until February 2014, when it was
accidentally discovered by some National Heritage
Board researchers while conducting routine research on
Singapore’s history. This led to the organisation of a
research team to deduce the significance of the
reservoir. Nevertheless, it is predicted that the reservoir
will remain relatively unknown to most of the general
public, due to the fact that the land it is on will remain
zoned for park use as a greenfield space and will not be
further developed.

Informal use

According to the National Heritage Board's director of
policy, the bricks with which the reservoir was
constructed demonstrate continuous use of the water
body, with some bricks dating back to colonial times.

Based on pre- and post-war maps, the reservoir was
also used as a swimming pool ー in fact, remnants of a
diving board and concrete steps still remain. According
to one of the previous residents of 11 Keppel Hill, British
seamen visiting the owner of Keppel Bungalow at 11
Keppel Hill would often swim there, which could account
for the construction of the diving board. Maps from the
Japanese Occupation also indicated the water body to
be a swimming pool, though it was indicated as a
reservoir in a map and report from a 1944 British aerial
inspection.
Unfortunately, the reservoir also attracted a string of
unfortunate incidents, making the news in 1936 and
1948 on two separate occasions when two privates of
the British Army’s Middlesex Regiment and a 17-year-old
teenager drowned after attempting to swim in it.
The reservoir ultimately faded out of the public domain
of information beginning with the 1958 Urban
Redevelopment Authority Masterplan, in which it was
simply a captionless outline. It remained an outline
through the 1980s, disappearing entirely by around
2000.
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Black and White Houses
at Pender Road

Pender Road was named after Sir John Pender (18151896), the man who almost single-handedly
masterminded the 1870s global cable telegraphy
revolution - his Atlantic Telegraph Company was the first
to connect Europe with America by submarine cable in
1865. In 1873 he formed the Eastern Extension
Australasia and China (EEA&C) Telegraph Company
which, combined with the Eastern Telegraph Company,
formed the core communications network of the British
Empire. Following the outbreak of World War I, the
surge in traffic and futility of Indo-European landlines
which transcended enemy territory resulted in all
communications being transferred to the Eastern
Telegraph Company. The EEA&C Telegraph Company’s
annual revenue skyrocketed from £131,000 before the
war to £950,000 in 1915, more than half of which was
profit. By the end of the war, the British Empire ruled
more than a quarter of the earth’s land and population.
The cable communications network established by the
Eastern Telegraph Company served as its ‘central
nervous system’. The Singapore station played a vital
role in this scheme, serving as the regional hub for cable
services to Australasia and the Far East. Consequently,
there was a stark increase in expatriate staff following
the end of the war, reflected in the addition of three
more houses to the Telok Blangah estate and the

construction of a new estate between Holt and Cable
Roads.
The houses are some of the last surviving examples of
the classic, tropical Tudor-style black and white houses.
They were all similar in essence - two-storey with an Lshape plan. Though roomy, these houses were more
compact in terms of the internal arrangement of rooms
compared with pre-war houses, reflecting a new postwar austerity, with fewer servants and less opulent
lifestyles. A distinctive feature of most post-war houses
from Swan & Maclaren is the louvred panels used as
sunscreens or in place of balustrading for the verandahs.
Another post-war feature was the utilisation of diamondshaped cement shingles in place of roof tiles, which have
since been replaced by contemporary roofing materials
at Pender Road.
The so-called ‘Tudorbethan’ revival of the 1880s, a
mixture of Tudor, Elizabethan and Jacobean
architectural styles, reflected the spirit of Romanticism
which infused Victorian architecture. It was
distinguished by ‘half-timbered, black and white
facades’, tall brick chimneys, steep gables and sculpted
bargeboards. Transferred to Singapore, it was a
tremendous influence on the black and white houses
around the turn of the century. The whitewashed walls
and dark timber beams, covered in tar to obviate insect
infestation, ultimately resulted in the term ‘black-andwhite’. Features that adapted the houses for tropical
living include pitched roofs for heavy rain to drain away
and huge roof overhangs to shield from harsh sunlight.
High ceilings and windows opposite each other enabled
cross ventilation, maintaining relatively cool indoor
temperatures.
Other distinctive aspects of the black and white house
like broad verandahs, high ceilings, tall jalousie windows
and widely overhanging eaves, came from India, where
the British had been since the early seventeenth century
and had evolved their unique style of domestic
architecture. British settlers in Singapore first began
building houses for themselves in the style that they had
been familiar with in India, but started including several
local features not otherwise found on the subcontinent.
One significant contrast between the Singapore
bungalow and its Anglo-Indian forebears is that their
Singapore variations were elevated several feet off the
ground on brick piers, allowing the circulation of air
underneath the building. This ventilated the wooden
floors and alleviated humidity within the house. It also
prevented termite infestations on a largely timber
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Danish Seamen’s Church
(Former Golden Bell
Mansion)

structure and was convenient in cases of inundation,
which were common in Singapore’s damp and rainy
monsoon climate. This innovation was most likely
inspired by Malay architecture, in which houses are
raised up on stilts.
The Golden Bell Mansion was built in 1909. It is located
on a hill that used to be known as Mount Washington.
The owner was Tan Boo Liat, a Straits Chinese
businessman.
The building was named after Tan Kim Ching, whose
name means Golden Bell. It was first used as a residence
for Tan Boo Liat. The building itself had a billiard room,
four bedrooms, and a smoking room. Quarters for the
servants were built at the back of the house.
After Tan Boo Liat’s death in 1934, the house was sold.
Today it is currently occupied by the Danish Seaman’s
Church. The Golden Bell Mansion was gazetted in 2005
as part of the Southern Ridges Conservation area.

Tan Boo Liat (1874-1934)
Tan Boo Liat was a prominent Chinese businessman and
community leader. He was the grandson of Tan Kim
Ching (
), and the great-grandson of Tan Tock
Seng (
). All three men were philanthropists. Tan
Boo Liat was married to Kwok Kim Neo and had a
daughter, Polly Tan Poh Li.
Active in the community, Tan Boo Liat was a pioneer
member of the Straits Chinese British Association and
Chairman of the Pok Chek Kiong Temple’s Committee of
Management. As a descendent from the Tan Tock Seng
family, he was head of the Hokkien Chinese community
in Singapore. Invested in education, he was also a
founder of the Singapore Chinese Girls’ School and a
trustee of the Anglo-Chinese Boarding School. Tan Boo
Liat himself was educated at Raffles Institution.
Tan Boo Liat was a member of the Chinese
Revolutionary Alliance who contributed funds to Sun Yat
Sen, even hosting him when he stopped over in
Singapore en route to China. He headed the Fukien
Protection Fund with Tan Kah Kee. Together they
collected $130,000 during a nine-month campaign.
Similar to his grandfather, Tan Boo Liat was honoured
by the King of Siam and given the honourable title Phra
Anukul Sayamkich. He also had strong business

connections with Thailand. Buddhist influence can be
seen in the design of his house, the Golden Bell Mansion.

Historical and Social Significance
One of the most famous visitors of the house was
Chinese revolutionary leader Sun Yat Sen. Tan Boo Liat
was a strong supporter of the Chinese revolution. Sun
Yat Sen stayed in the Golden Bell Mansion on 15
December 1911, after the success of his revolution.
Not only did Sun Yat Sen stay at the Golden Bell
Mansion, but his wife and daughters did, as well. In
February 1912, his wife, three daughters and maid
stayed the night. They had come from China and were
on the way to Penang.
The building has come a long way from its past of being
a wealthy philanthropist’s extravagant mansion, now
serving as the Singapore branch of the Danish Seamen’s
Church. Moreover, Sun Yat Sen was not the only
significant figure to visit the mansion. Danish Crown
Prince Frederik also visited in 2010 to pay his respects
to the church. It is interesting to note that while the
building was preserved for its cultural significance, it can
still serve a purpose for the people.

Architecture
The architecture of the Golden Bell Mansion follows the
aesthetic of the late Victorian era, but is also punctuated
with Buddhist influence. The Golden Bell Mansion stands
out due to its red-and-white stripes. These white and
red layered bricks are known in architecture as the blood
and bandages style, one common in the late Victorian
era. Furthermore, the numerous balconies and
verandahs of the mansion were built to take advantage
of the cooling sea breezes around the area. This was
common in colonial architecture.
The architect for the Golden Bell Mansion was Moh Wee
Teck. Also known as the “Shophouse King,” he had
designed hundreds of shophouses during the early
1900s. Most of his work can be found at Duxton and
Emerald Hill - for example, 45 Emerald Hill.
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Former Faber Plotting
Room

Map of the Faber Fortress locale1

“Fort Siloso: Faber Fortress Plotting Room,” accessed February 16, 2019,
http://www.fortsiloso.com/batteries/defences/fpr-faber/fpr-faber.htm.

Faber Plotting Room was a centralised control centre
constructed to coordinate Singapore’s various artillery
batteries in the event of an invasion. The location was
ideal for such an emplacement, as it provided a view of
the “Western channel, harbour, the Singapore Straits,
and Eastward beyond the mouth of the Johore Straits”
through its observation post.
Control over the 29 large-calibre gun batteries of
Singapore was shared between Faber and its sister
Changi Command. Faber Command controlled batteries
at Buona Vista, Pasir Laba, Labrador, Siloso, Serapong
Spur, Connaught and Silingsing, a total 15 guns of 6,
9.2, and 15-inch calibres.
Before the invention of modern technologies such as
satellite imagery, artillery fire needed to be controlled
through precise calculations and close coordination with
spotters on the ground. The large underground
structure dug into the hill is no simple bunker, it
primarily houses the central plotting room of Faber Fire
Command, containing complex mechanical computing
devices. Calculation equipment included “Fall-of-Shot
Indicators, a Fire Direction Table, Ballistic Correction
Calculators and other equipment to collate incoming
information about the type of target and its range,
speed and course”. This would allow the officers to
calculate precise firing angles, loads and other targeting
information for firing from each of the battery locations.
The room was also equipped with a communications
suite linking the room with each of the batteries under
its control, allowing officers to relay the calculated
targeting instructions to gunners at the various
batteries.

It is a great myth that these gun emplacements were
constructed pointing out to sea, and were useless in
repelling the Japanese landwards invasion through the
North. In fact, most guns had the capability of
rotational traversal, and were used to shell Japanese
positions throughout the Battle of Singapore. Out of
Faber Command’s batteries, Buona Vista, Serapong
Spur and Silingsing were the only batteries that did not
fire once throughout the war.
The Southern position of Faber Fire Command left it
positioned behind British lines even after the general
retreat called on 12 February 1942. On this same day,
Changi Command’s less defensible position forced
Malaya Command to order the destruction of its guns,
with the gunners abandoning their positions to join the
final perimeter as infantry. The Faber batteries at
Labrador and Blakang Mati were able to continue
providing fire support well into the eleventh hour, only
falling silent on the 14th when they were either
knocked out by Japanese counter-bombardment or
destroyed by their own operators to avoid capture
once the inevitability of the defeat had been realised.
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Singapore Cable Car

The Singapore Cable Car Sky Network was formally
opened in 15 February 1974 by then Deputy Prime
Minister Goh Keng Swee. It was the first cable system
to span a major harbour and the first to ever implement
an intermediary station within a skyscraper.
The Singapore Cable Car is a gondola lift providing an
aerial link from Mount Faber (Faber Peak Singapore) on
the main island of Singapore to the resort island of
Sentosa across the Keppel Harbour.
As Sentosa is an offshore island, the cable car and ferry
were the only modes of transport to the popular tourist
attraction up until December 1986 when developmental
plans were made to build the Sentosa Causeway.
Origins
The original Cable Car Sky Network consisted of Mount
Faber Station at the peak of Mount Faber, Jardine Steps
Station at HarbourFront (renamed HarbourFront
Station) and the Sentosa Station at Imbiah, Sentosa.
This older line was later renamed the Mount Faber Line.
During its initial opening, the Cable Car system had 43
cabins which required manual opening and closing of
doors by cabin attendants. The system's cabins were
replaced in 1994 at a cost of over S$11 million. In
November 1999, the Singapore cable car cabins became

the world’s first to be fitted with glass-bottomed cabins
at a cost of S$30,000 each. The system has a total of 81
cabins today, and can support 2000 passengers per hour
either way. Travelling at a speed of 5 metres per second,
it takes about 15 minutes for a continuous ride from
Mount
Faber
to
Sentosa.
A S$36 million rebuild of the entire system as a modern
monocable detachable gondola began on 14 September
2009, and it re-opened on 21 July 2010. All the cabins
are now metallic black cars with chrome trimming. Other
modifications to the cabins included seating capacity,
which increased to eight passengers per cabin from six,
new flip-up seats and a new music system.
The Cable Car cabins consist of 14 smaller cabins and
67 bigger cabins, including the World's First 7* VIP
Cabin. The two cables were raised by 30 m to facilitate
the bigger cabins, to stand 120 m above sea level. The
Singapore Cable Car VIP cabin is the only cable car
amongst the other 81 equipped with a glass-bottomed
floor and studded with Swarovski crystals. While the
other Cable Car cabins have seating for 8 on a standard
bench configuration, the VIP cabins seat four in plush
black, leather seats. An Ipod dock and champagne
chiller are also included among the cabin’s comforts.
The price for use of the VIP cabin, beginning at $268
SGD dollars,2 includes champagne for four, dinner for
four at the Mount Faber restaurant and unlimited and
exclusive use of the VIP cabin.
On 14 July 2015, an extension to the Cable Car Sky
Network, the Sentosa Line, was opened by the late Goh
Keng Swee. The Sentosa Line consists of the Merlion
station, Imbiah Lookout station and Siloso Point station.
The two lines are not physically linked up, and visitors
changing from the Mount Faber Line to the Sentosa Line
are hence required to walk 3 to 5 minutes from the
original Sentosa station to the Imbiah Lookout station.
The S$78 million line has 51 multi-coloured eight-seater
cabins and is able to move about 2,200 people per hour
in one direction.

Cable Car Accident

On the 29th of January, 1983, seven passengers died
when two Sentosa cable cars plunged into the sea after
the cableway was struck by the derrick of an oil drilling
vessel, Eniwetok. It was the worst civil disaster in
2

"Sky Dining: Mount Faber Online Booking." https://booking.mountfaber.com.sg/sky-dining. Accessed 12 Feb.
2019.

Singapore at the time, only second to Hotel New World
building’s collapse in 1986, which killed 33 people.3 It
was the first and only time fatalities were incurred on
the Singapore Cable Car Sky Network.
Background
The installation of the Singapore Cable Car cableway
across Keppel Harbour meant that a height restriction
had to be imposed on ships there. 4 Although the
cableway was built to have a minimum clearance of 60
m, a maximum clearance height of 56.5 m was
permitted.
Previously, there had been incidents of ships colliding
with the cables of the Singapore Cableway. In November
1973, during the construction of the cableway, the mast
of a passenger ship, Patris, touched the cables as it was
entering the harbour. However, the pilot of the ship
immediately put the vessel astern and dropped anchor,
thereby avoiding any damage. While the port master
expressed serious concern about this incident, no drastic
measures were taken to prevent the recurrence of
similar accidents, thus resulting in the circumstances
that contributed to the disaster a decade later.
The vessel responsible for the 1983 tragedy, Eniwetok,
was sent to Keppel Shipyard in November 1981 to be
converted from a bulk carrier to a mobile offshore
drilling platform. The conversion included the addition
of a drilling derrick, which increased the height of the
ship to 69m above the waterline, making it taller than
the cableway. However, during the process of the
conversion, the height of the ship was not measured and
checked. As a result, from the time of its conversion to
when the accident occurred on 29 January 1983, neither
Eniwetok’s master, Pekka Erkki Joki, nor its chief officer,
Robert Thomas Mahon, knew the ship’s actual height.
By 29 January 1983, Eniwetok was determined fit to go
on station off Terengganu, Malaysia. The ship was
berthed at Oil Wharf, one of the five wharves at the
main shipyard and the one nearest to the Sentosa
cableway on the east. Based on the height given by Joki,
that is, 165 ft and a freeboard of 12 ft, the assistant
dockmaster advised against going east under the
cableway as the clearance would be too small. It was
3

Ibid.
Singapore. (1984). Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the collision of the drillship Eniwetok with the
Sentosa cableway on 29 January 1983. Singapore: Marine Department, pp. 15–16. (Call no.: RSING
623.89295957 SIN). Accessed 11 Feb. 2019.
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decided that the vessel would exit the harbour in the
westward direction instead. To move the ship from
Keppel Harbour, a pilot from the Port of Singapore
Authority (PSA) had to be requested to navigate the ship
out to sea. The Port Operations Centre received the
request at approximately 12 noon on 29 January 1983.
The height of the ship was not given, and no one at the
Port Operations Centre asked for it. The request for a
pilot was approved and Adrian Cajetan Baptista was
assigned to undertake the task with the assistance of
two tugs. He arrived at Eniwetok at about 4.15 pm.
Baptista was not informed of the height of the ship nor
did he request this information, which he thought was
irrelevant because the ship would be going west. The
ebb tide was flowing east at the time, but neither Joki
nor Baptista considered this when they discussed the
unberthing plan.
Eniwetok was berthed with its bow towards the
cableway. The agreed plan was to have an after tug at
the stern and a forward tug at the bow to pull the ship
clear of the berth, after which the ship would be pulled
astern, then turned 180° before moving west to exit the
harbour. At about 5.55 pm, unberthing commenced.
However, during the manoeuvre, the towline of the after
tug became unhooked and fell into the water., As a
result, the tug could not stop Eniwetok from drifting east
with the ebb tide, causing the stern to swing in towards
the wharf. To avoid a collision between the wharf and
the ship, Baptista ordered an ahead movement using
the main engine. This caused the vessel to move
forward more quickly. By the time Baptista and Joki
realised the vessel was dangerously close to the
cableway, it was too late.
Tragedy
Shortly after 6.06 pm, the top of the derrick made
contact with the cableway. There were 15 cable cars
travelling on the cableway at the time. Eye witness to
the tragedy, a Port of Singapore Authority boatman, Mr
Mohamed Noor Nani, said he looked up from his boat
after hearing a loud noise. He grabbed a loudhailer and
shouted "Go stun! Go stun!" ("go astern") but the vessel
continued to move. One of the cars was empty, but the
five passengers in the other car, namely American
engineer Fred Kunimoto and his business associate Fred
Kresser; a married couple, Dr Aileen Wong Foong Oi and
Dr John Frederick Jex; and Dr Jex's nurse, Ms Pam
Mitchel, were killed.

Another cable car oscillated violently, forcing open the
door and causing two members of a Sikh family, Madam
Pritam Kaur and Mr Mahinder Singh, to fall to their
deaths.5 Madam Pritam Kaur had been carrying her 22
month old grandson, Tasvinder Singh, in her arms. He
was saved due to the heroic actions of Mr Abdul Latip
bin Jantan, who jumped into the sea and swam against
strong currents to rescue him.
13 passengers remained trapped in 4 Cable Car cabins
after witnessing the horrific incident - 6 in 2 cabins over
land and 7 in 2 cabins over water.
Rescue Operations
Immediately after the incident occurred, a team of army
frogmen rushed to the scene and combed the water for
bodies. Police sealed off the area around the World
Trade Centre as rescue vehicles and ambulances were
moved in. Police Task Force members were called out to
control big crowds which gathered at the accident site
as news of the tragedy spread. Four tugs and cables
were used to keep the drillship Eniwetok steady in the
water and prevent it from moving. An emergency
operations centre was set up in PSA Tower under the
control of Mr Philip Yeo, Second Permanent Secretary
(Defence). An all-night rescue operation, coordinated by
then Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) colonel Lee Hsien
Loong, was launched to rescue the trapped passengers.
The major concern of the rescue planning team was that
the still-tangled drillship Eniwetok could break the
ropeway. The problem was worsened by a combination
of the strong current and the rising tide. With the advent
of the high tide at 11pm, the rescuers feared that as the
drillship rose with the tide, the lension might snap the
cable.
The rescue planning team first considered the option of
using a fire brigade snorkel ladder to rescue the
stranded passengers in cars above land and a floating
crane or oil rig to reach those above sea. This plan was
eventually scrapped because neither the ladder nor
crane brought to the scene was tall enough.
Another option considered was to send SAF
commandos, in teams of two, to crawl along the cables
to the cars, attach pulleys to the cables and then lower
the passengers to safety with the help of other
commandos below. However, the planning team was
concerned that it might put too much stress on the lower
5
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cable, causing the clamps to give way and send
everything crashing into the sea. Hence, the
commandos were told that they were the back-up plan,
and they set out to practise on an empty cable car.
The third option, which was eventually adopted as the
rescue plan, was a mid-air rescue using two military
helicopters. The rescue operation commenced at 12.45
am on 30 January with two Bell 212 helicopters, each
with a crew of four. The helicopters flew close to and
hovered near the cable cars, the survivors still inside.
Winchmen were lowered to the cable cars to bring the
passengers up. One helicopter rescued the 6 passengers
from the 2 cars over land, while the other evacuated the
7 passengers from the 2 cars over water. Apart from
the helicopters, floating cranes were being moved into
position in case they were needed to reach the stranded
cars, 2 on each side of the water. The helicopter lowered
a winchman onto the car's roof; at first he was blown
off, but in the second attempt, he got onto the roof of
the car and freed the 2 passengers. The rescue
operation was completed at about 3.30 am. All the
rescued passengers were immediately taken to the
Singapore General Hospital.
One of the military helicopter pilots was 27-year-old Mr
Geoff Ledger, a flight-lieutenant in the air arm of the
Royal Australian Navy. He was in Singapore as part of a
two-year secondment to train Singaporean air force
personnel in search and rescue operations. Regarding
the incident, Mr Ledger said, "It was the most hazardous
operation in my 11 years as a pilot, although I have
previously rescued people from cliffs and other
dangers." The helicopter rescue was tricky because the
rotor blades generated strong winds that made
manoeuvring more difficult, and because the two fourperson helicopter crew had to adjust to the night-time
conditions. Mr Ledger credited the successful rescue to
the tight bonds formed with his team: a Chinese co-pilot,
a Malay chopper aide and an Indian winchman. For his
efforts, Mr Ledger received from Singapore a silver
commendation medal, his first career award. His story
was also recounted by Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong
on 12 October, 2016, as an example of the camaraderie
and sense of common purpose Singaporean and
Australian troops share.
Aftermath
On 31 January 1983, then Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
ordered an official inquiry into the causes of the
accident.16 A three-member Commission of Inquiry was

later appointed by the president under The Inquiry
Commissions Act on 5 February 1983. The commission,
which was headed by then High Court judge Justice Lai
Kew Chai, submitted its report on 30 December 1983
after a lengthy inquiry spanning 55 days from May to
August. In the report, the commission noted that the
accident was caused by a combination of factors that
would not have caused the tragedy if they had not
coincided on that fateful day. It identified the failure of
the towing mechanism as the trigger factor of th
accident, but named a few parties as being responsible
for the accident. In particular, the gross negligence of
Joki and Baptista was found to be the dominant cause
and their most critical failure was not finding out the
actual height of the ship. The commission also faulted
Mahon, the chief officer of Eniwetok, for his negligence
and placed some of the blame on PSA, Keppel Shipyard
as well as the ship’s owner and management agent. The
commission recommended various measures to prevent
such accidents from happening again, including the
implementation of new height restrictions to be written
into the law and heavier penalties for those who
breached regulations.
Joki, who was under the employment of the ship’s
charterer, Atwood Australind Drilling, left the company
after the incident. Baptista also left PSA in September
1983 after his contract expired, about a month after the
conclusion of the inquiry hearings.
The Sentosa cable-car service resumed operations in
August 1983 after almost seven months of extensive
repairs and thorough tests.
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Mount Faber Peak

This hill was formerly called Telok Blangah Hill. It was
christened Mount Faber in July 1845 after Captain
Charles Edward Faber of the Madras Engineers, the
superintending engineer in the Straits and Governor
Butterworth’s brother-in-law, who arrived in Singapore
in September 1844. This road to the top of the hill was
cut by Captain Faber in 1845 for a new signal station
and named after him. The original winding road was
referred to in the press at that time as a “stupidly
narrow road”. The article also questioned the change
of the name from what it deemed its originally more
appropriate Malay name. The signal station was
erected on the hill in 1845 and the Malays used to
refer to the hill as Bukit Bendara (Flag Hill). This signal
station was transferred to Mount Faber from Pulau

Blakang Mati (now Sentosa) because of the “injurious
miasma” on the island.
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Fort Siloso

Construction of Fort Siloso
Although it is unclear when Fort Siloso was
originally constructed, it is known that the port’s initial
conception was in 1874 and completed its construction
in the 1880s, with the primary purpose of protecting the
coal reserves near the western entrance of Keppel
Harbour. Fort Siloso is located at Sarang Rimau (Tiger’s
Nest) on the northwestern tip of Pulau Blakang Mati.
The fort was part of a series of three forts that was built
on Pulau Blakang Mati (Sentosa) to defend Singapore’s
coast.
The main advantage of the site is that it was an
elevated location, commanding a bird’s eye view of the
Western entrance into Keppel Harbour, making it the
prime location to defend against any naval threats.
However, the elevated nature of the site meant that
construction of the fort itself was rather laborious. First,
the chief engineer of the project, Lt. Henry McCallum of
the Royal Corps of Engineers, had to use 19,000 pounds
of gunpowder to flatten out the top of Mount Siloso, so
that the coastal-defence artillery platforms could be
installed. The British had difficulties in transporting the
heavy equipment up to the top of Mount Siloso. They
thus had to use a labour-intensive method of
‘parbuckling’, a method which used sledges to drag the
equipment up the slope, to build the fort. The laborious
nature of the construction meant that the work was
assisted by the local workforce, showing a cooperation
between British and local agents in the defence of
Singapore.
Armaments of Fort Siloso
Fort Siloso’s first recorded use was in 1888,
when the Singapore Volunteer Artillery Corps carried out
ten gun drills a year as part of their regular army duties.
The armaments and infrastructure of Fort Siloso were
rather impressive for the times. By 1890, the fort had
been stocked with state-of-the-art weapons such as 9.2
B.L. guns, which were used by servicemen as a coastal
defense gun. These same guns would be used even by
the British during World War One, showing that the
British were committed to the coastal defence of
Singapore, as they had given Fort Siloso the most
advanced military equipment that they had at that point
of time.
Picture of the 9,2 inch BL gun

The next significant improvement of Fort Siloso’s
defensive capabilities came in the 1930s. Just before the
outbreak of World War 2, a 12-pounder quick-firing gun
was installed, along with two machine gun posts and
two searchlight posts. By 1941, Fort Siloso had been
transformed into a self-sufficient stronghold of
Singapore’s coastal defence line, as a reservoir gave the
entire Pulau Blakang Mati an adequate freshwater
supply. Along with an operational tower that was built
for overall command and control of the site, Fort Siloso
could be used in tandem with the other forts at Pulau
Blakang Mati to cover all coastal routes into Singapore,
instead of just covering the Keppel Harbour entrance.
Role of Fort Siloso in World War Two
Fort Siloso had a key defensive role in the Battle
for Singapore against the Japanese. Although the heavy
Japanese bombings had reached Pulau Blakang Mati by
January 1942, Fort Siloso was nevertheless able to
defend Singapore both by land and by sea. Though the
Japanese had invaded Singapore via the northern land
route, the southern fort was nevertheless able to sink a
Japanese supply ship in February 1942, and also
assisted in the destruction of the fuel tanks on Pulau
Bukom and Pulau Sebarok to prevent the Japanese from
getting their hands on more oil. Moreover, the fort’s
heavy 6-inch guns were rotated 180 degrees to “engage
enemy concentrations at the west end of West Coast
Road and Jurong River”.
Although the fort used all of its remaining
ammunition to fire on the Japanese positions at Tengah
Air Base, it is worth noting that the fort’s ammunition
was ill-equipped to combat against the advancing
Japanese troops. In particular, the coastal guns mainly
used AP shells, which were more equipped to damage
warships, rather than HE shells, which were more
effective in combating against troops. Thus, the
Japanese soon overran Fort Siloso.
When Singapore eventually fell to the Japanese
in 1942, the entire of Pulau Blakang Mati, Fort Siloso
included, was transformed into a POW camp, housing
up to 400 Allied soldiers.
Fort Siloso Post-World War Two

Fort Siloso cannons in the 1970s
After the Japanese surrender in 1945, Fort Siloso
then came under the ownership of the Royal Navy in
1946, with its guns being manned by the 1st Malay Coast
and the Singapore Regiment of the Royal Artillery
(SRRA). When the SRRA was eventually disbanded in
1956, Gurkha detachments took over ownership of the
site as the fort was converted into a Catholic retreat
centre for servicemen until 1967.
Despite a period of relative post-war peace, the fort was
used by the 10th Gurkha Rifles to protect Keppel
Harbour during the 1963-65 Konfrontasi, as they
prevented Indonesians from landing on the shores of
Singapore via Pulau Blakang Mati/Keppel Harbour.
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Fort Serapong

Built as part of Britain’s southern coastal defence of
Singapore from the 1870s to 1880s, Fort Serapong was
erected to deter marauding pirates and foreign invaders
from entering Singapore. This, in turn, preserved the
peace which allowed the island to continue flourishing
as an entrepot trade centre, ensuring economic
sustainability. Situated in Sentosa, formerly known as
Pulau Blakang Mati, the fort was built on Bukit Serapong
after the British noted its significant vantage point and
decided to use that aspect in their favour. Fort Serapong
was constructed due to the fact that the first line of
defences erected by the British, such as Fort Fullerton
and Fort Palmer, proved ineffective in defending
Singapore. Hence, their demolition came to pass and
was replaced with Fort Siloso, Fort Serapong, Fort
Connaught, as well as the Imbiah Battery (collectively
known as the Blakang Mati Forts) in order to defend the
coastal area of Singapore.

Strategic Value

Along with other fortifications such as the Blakang Mati
Forts and Fort Pasir Panjang, Fort Serapong was
constructed as a defence for the colony’s prospering
port against enemies including the Dutch East Indies
and pirates alike. Furthermore, Fort Serapong became
not only a natural breakwater for the harbour but was
seen as a geographical advantage as it was the highest
point of Pulau Blakang Mati. This was seen as a
significant factor in turning the previously empty area a
fort as the British were satisfied with the plethora of
benefits in situating the defences on the fort against
foreign invaders.

Historical Significance: Role In World War II

Equipped with 7-inch guns and 64 Pounders, the newlyinstalled Blakang Mati Forts was given the predominant
responsibility for the defence of southern Singapore.
The installation of defence in the seaward direction was
cemented by Singapore’s first resident, William
Farquhar, as early as 1820, and was anticipated by the
British to be the location of the Japanese invasion during
World War II.
The final stage of renovation consisted the erection of a
2x6-inch battery known as the Serapong Spur Battery,
which utilised the existing 9.2-inch emplacements to
guard the island against amphibious attacks, completed
in June 1937. Additionally, the fort included a tunnel
which had a vertical shaft which was an estimated 13.7
metres. Moreover, electric searchlights were installed to
provide 24-hour surveillance, with structures such as
observation posts, as well as concrete gun platforms and
machine-gun emplacements were also situated in the
fort during the late 1930s.

However, these defences were never utilised as the
Japanese were able to conquer Malaya with ease by
invading the relatively undefended Lim Chu Kang area,
crossing the Johore Straits and bypassing the Royal
Navy. As the British only believed the Japanese would
attack Singapore from the south, it was indeed a fault
that led to the early surrender of Singapore because
there were insufficient defences against this attack. The
weapons on Fort Serapong were rotated 180° inland in
an attempt to discharge ammunition towards the Jurong
and Bukit Timah areas but were unable to properly
defend Singapore as there were obstructions in the form
of buildings. Hence, due to British miscalculations, the
plethora of defences available in southern Singapore
were rendered hapless against the Japanese invasion.
On top of this, there were several miscommunications
during the last days of the battle, the most fatal of which
regarded the British and Australian soldiers being
mistaken for Japanese landings in Blakang Mati, which
led to a premature capture of the island on 13 February
1942.
Within three days, Sentosa was captured by the
Japanese and the Blakang Mati Forts were converted
into a prisoner-of-war (POW) camp, also known as the
Blakang Mati Artillery Barrack. After the Japanese
Occupation, the same barrack was used to imprison the
Japanese POWs. As Fort Serapong had a strategic
advantage of being a vantage point, it was designated
as the primary control station for the harbour’s traffic,
known as the Port War Signal Station.

Architectural Significance: Role in World War II

During the archaeological survey and excavation at Fort
Serapong in April of 2006, Archaeologist Lim Chen Sian,
leader of the excavation, spoke of his findings of
“moveable artefacts”, which constituted of “lots of
ammunition, such as six-inch shells (which weighed)
sixty kilograms”. Moreover, Singapore’s only remnants
of an eight-inch gun emplacement, a niche where
weapons were positioned, can also be found at Fort
Serapong. Threatened by the imminent fall of
Singapore, the guns located at the Blakang Mati Forts
were employed to demolish the oil tanks located in Pulau
Sebarok and Pulau Bukom. The guns and batteries on
Pulau Blakang Mati were subsequently destroyed in
order to ensure that they would become the possessions
of the Japanese on 15 February 1942.

Social Significance: World War II

According to Mr Lim, the diets of the British soldiers at
the Fort Serapong complex consisted largely of milk and
sardines, with a scarcer number of beer cans and bottles
as compared to dairy products. Plus, there were several
traces of wholesome living appearing in the form of “bits
from a Monopoly set (dating) back to the 1930s and
1940s”, such as the purse and the rocking horse, which
had since been replaced with the thimble and
wheelbarrow by 1940. From these artefacts, it was
inferred that the British soldiers had fairly interesting
lifestyles, diametrically opposing the previously assumed
mundane living conditions they were thought to have
led.

Social Significance: Communities

Bob Pattemore, the son of a Sergeant in the Royal
Engineers at the Ordnance Depot in Didcot, currently a
nuclear power station, spent his younger days on
Blakang Mati. During an interview with Lyanne Copping,
he stated that most Chinese and Malays residing near
Fort Serapong were uneducated, and the majority of the
Chinese earned a living by being shopkeepers.
He also fondly recalled a childhood memory of “(being
allowed to) buy things in only one of the Chinese shops”
on the boats that were docked at Clifford Pier, and
“often unofficially patronised itinerant sellers of peanuts,
pisang goreng (fried banana), and fried sweet potato”.
He also attended an Army School on Blakang Mati with
15 to 20 other pupils ranging from five to fifteen years
of age and later attended St Andrews School for a year
before moving due to the imminent threat of war in
1941. One of his most vivid memories was how “one of
the regular boats, Sir Theodore Fraser, used to make a
run up the harbour every Friday evening to dock at
Clifford Pier while the married families had a night out,
usually to the cinema, followed by a meal at a restaurant

or in the Union Jack Club”, and he remembers that he
was there for the opening of the first air-conditioned
cinema, Cathay Cinema.

Blakang Mati Artillery Barrack

Following the aftermath of World War II, the Blakang
Mati forts and batteries came under the command of
several military forces and continued to be used in the
late 1950s. After the withdrawal of the British in 1967,
the fortifications were passed on to the SAF, and the
structures were used as a storage space. After a few
years, there was some talk of government interventions
to redevelop Sentosa into a tourist destination, and a
parliamentary debate was held in order to determine the
course of the redevelopment of Fort Serapong.
In the midst of suggestions from several government
ministries seeking the island for a variety of uses such
as a port, casino and military installations, E. W. Barker,
then-Minister for Law and National Development
announced in August of 1967, “The Defence Minister
wants the security guns there first. The Finance Minister
wants part of the island for industries and the Port of
Singapore Authority needs it for more deep water
berths. I sincerely hope tourism will not be left out.”

Redevelopment

During the redevelopment, Fort Siloso was transformed
into a military museum and Fort Connaught was
demolished for the construction of the Tanjong Golf
Course. Fort Serapong, on the other hand, was left
untouched, and its ruins still lie derelict up to this day.
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Former Pulau Blakang
Mati camp

Pulau Blakang Mati, Malay for “Island of Death Behind”,
was the name assigned to the modern idyllic island of
Sentosa, located around Singapore’s southern shores. It
derived its morbid moniker from the frequent
occurrences of Bugis pirates savagely pillaging the area,
leaving countless lives lost in their wake. Up to 1830,
the island was known as Pulau Panjang while Blakang
Mati merely the term the Malay villagers used to refer to
a hill on the island. It is historically noted for being the
southern defence fortress of the British’s attempt to
resist the Japanese onslaught in Southeast Asia. Its
storied past does not only include its function in World
War II (WWII), but also provides a fascinating glimpse
into the intertwining communities that made Pulau
Blakang Mati their home, as well as crucial historical
insight into the architectural zeitgeist of Singaporean
history.

Its historical significance as Singapore’s southern
stronghold against the Japanese is well-documented.
Pulau Blakang Mati was chosen to be the fortress of the
western fire command, Faber Command, of Singapore’s
two-pronged defence layout. As the British believed that
Japanese soldiers would struggle navigating through
Malaya’s thick jungle terrain to invade Singapore from
the north, Pulau Blakang Mati was heavily fortified to
prevent a southern seaborne invasion. To protect the
southern naval base, Pulau Blakang Mati boasted the
second heaviest guns, as well as two of the five 6-inch
batteries of the Faber Command. At its military peak, it
hosted five batteries in total, making it arguably contain
the most formidable coastal firepower in Singapore. In
1940, Pulau Blakang Mati comprised four major battery
sites around war time: Serapong battery, Connaught
battery, Siloso battery and Berhala Reping battery.
Serapong battery was the command centre and was
primed for close combat battles. Connaught battery was
the primary counter-bombardment battery and was
equipped for drawn-out battles lasting up to an hour.
Siloso battery was the premier examination battery,
used to inspect artillery equipment. Berhala Reping
battery was fashioned for point defence. However, while
priming the south for battle, the British were unprepared
for swift Japanese incision through the Malayan jungle,
invading Singapore from the north. The British hastily
turned the southern artillery landwards on January 20th
1942 and prepared a counter-bombardment scheme,
but it was flawed for several reasons. Firstly, there was
no range tables prepared in advance, lacking the
necessary angles of elevation to prime artillery gun
barrels for enemy firing. Secondly, there were no
observation posts set up to aid soldiers to scout enemy
movements, making the daunting task of aiming at
infantry units even more arduous. Finally, coastal
batteries were largely fitted with armour-piercing (AP)
shells to penetrate through bulky ship armour, lacking
high-explosive (HE) shells to deal with boots on the
ground. Only the 9.2-inch guns contained HE shells, and
they were only fitted with 25 rounds per gun. However,
Pulau Blakang Mati has been credited with resisting the
Japanese as much as possible in the Battle of Singapore.
In the final days of the battle, Japanese troops
incessantly bombarded Connaught battery due to the
substantial fire support it offered British troops.
However, Connaught battery held on to the bitter end
due to blast walls being erected to shield its armament
from heavy fire. Its advanced fortification prevented it
from being captured by force of arms despite being
attacked constantly, and thus it played a major role in

deterring Japanese forces from amphibious assaults to
force earlier surrenders.
When Singapore fell to the Japanese, however, Pulau
Blakang Mati became Japan’s site of destruction and
debauchery. Blakang Mati beach, now a picturesque golf
course, was one of the many sites in which Japanese
soldiers conducted the infamous Sook Ching killings. In
total, 300 bodies were riddled with gunshot wounds and
were buried by the British prisoners of war. These
prisoners of war were housed in a war camp, hosting
around 400 Allied troops and gunners. Lastly, the
Japanese invited Korean comfort women to provide
sexual services to Japanese air force soldiers in the Miki
unit. Pulau Blakang Mati thus played host to the
unspeakable war crimes that the Japanese conducted in
Singapore.
Pulau Blakang Mati also played host to several social
ecosystems. It was inhabited in the early colonial era by
small Malay, Bugis and Chinese communities, each
congregating in their own settlements. One such village
was the Meishan Yeo clan which formed the vast
majority of the Chinese community on the island. The
clan had roots in the city of Meishan in the Sichuan
province in China. In an interview, Yeo Hong Peng
reminisced about the social landscape on the island from
the perspective of the Meishan Yeo clan. Yeo felt that
due to the geographical separation of Pulau Blakang
Mati from the main Singapore island, Pulau Ujong,
travelling to and fro was inconvenient. Therefore, the
inhabitants on the island had to be self-reliant and
function as a community with little interference and
assistance from the mainland. The geographical
separation also made cultural diffusion and dilution
more challenging, resulting in a lower cultural diversity.
One such example is the linguistic differences observed
in the Chinese dialect of Hokkien adopted by the people
of Pulau Blakang Mati and mainland Singapore. On the
mainland, the Xiamen Hokkiens used the term ‘bong’ to
refer to a cemetery while the Zhaon Hokkiens on
Blakang Mati adopted the term ‘tiong’. Yeo Hong Peng
believed that the segregation from the mainland
prompted the communities within Pulau Blakang Mati to
mix with their own people on the island, thus increasing
the sense of contentment amongst the islanders. Yeo
Hong Peng also discussed about the presence of the
British Gurkhas stationed on Pulau Blakang Mati. The
Gurkhas lived and trained in the barracks located within
the military camps on the island. As a result of their
prolonged presence on the island, the Gurkhas either
married local women or brought their wives and children

along with them thus bringing their Nepalese cultural
and religious practices to the island. Yeo’s father bore
witness to a Gurkha religious animal sacrifice ritual
conducted during the Gadhimai festival where the
Gurkhas beheaded a cow for sacrificial reasons. The
festival also included gambling involving both the
Gurkhas and the local people despite the language
barrier. Following an eviction order by the relatively new
Singapore government in 1970, the remaining
inhabitants of Pulau Blakang Mati left the island to make
way for new developments on the island. Despite the
government’s efforts in providing public housing for the
evicted villagers of the island, resentment grew amongst
the elderly locals as their vast lands were claimed by the
government and were given tiny flats in exchange.
Thus, the tight-knit intra- and inter-communal
interactions as well as the nostalgia the locals attached
to Pulau Blakang Mati demonstrates how Pulau Blakang
Mati was a tight social hub of kinship.
The architectural style of the Blakang Mati artillery
barracks is heavily riddled with the fingerprints of the
British. The architectural design closely mimics a British
colonial style, comprising white, cuboid two-story
houses with several support pillars, but was also
modified to cope with Singapore’s idiosyncrasies. The
barrack was fitted with high ceilings and wide corridors
to provide ventilation to cope with Singapore’s tropical
climate, thus keeping their military personnel in good
physical condition. Additionally, the barrack’s
infrastructure was telling of the British’s belief of the
sheer importance of the barrack. Besides providing
ample accommodation for personnel, the British fitted
the military barrack with amenities such as rifle ranges,
storerooms, a church, a grocery shop and even a
cinema. The expensive financial layout on military
training as well as leisure elucidates the British’s belief
that Pulau Blakang Mati was truly the cornerstone of
Singapore’s defence, and a good place to house most of
their trained forces.
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Tanjung Rimau Beacon

A beacon is a signal or conspicuous mark erected on an
eminence near shore, or moored in shoalwater, as a
guide to mariners to warn them of danger. Singapore’s
Tanjong Rimau Beacon, a small, green conical
landmark, stands on the northwestern tip of Pulau
Blakang Mati, or what is known today as the popular
tourist
attraction
Sentosa.
Although
often
overshadowed by more symbolic landmarks such as the
iconic red Berlayer Beacon and the Dragon’s Teeth Gate
replica on the mainland’s Labrador Park, the Tanjong

Rimau Beacon has a rich history and plays a key part in
Singapore’s early maritime trade at Keppel Harbour.
Keppel Harbour was the pride of Singapore in the
colonial era, blessed with strategic geographical location
– its location on the shipping route between India and
China made it the logical bunkering station for
steamships. It also boasted a natural deep-water
harbour, and supplicated by Sir Stamford Raffles’ free
trade policy (excluding opium, alcohol, tobacco and
petroleum), enabling it to flourish as a trade centre,
enticing ships in the region carrying an assortment of
goods to stop by it.
Entering this harbour proved a struggle for many
ships due to the presence of the Dragon’s Teeth Gate.
Located near the west entrance to Keppel Harbour, a
jagged, protruding pair of rocks posed a nautical threat
to many vessels, especially when the seas were choppy.
Ships had to sail through the Dragon’s Teeth gate, in
between the rocks, to reach the harbour and as a result,
larger vessels like cruisers were often unable to enter it.
As gate was a challenge for seafarers, a set of beacons,
the Berlayer Beacon and the Tanjong Rimau Beacon,
were constructed as landmarks of guidance for docking
ships. The two beacons were hence crucial to ensure the
crew’s safety when entering and exiting the harbour.
When the British settled in Singapore,
Straits
Settlements Surveyor, John Thomson, blew up the gate
in August 1848 to widen the entrance to the new
harbour for greater accessibility.
The choice of location to build the Tanjong
Rimau Beacon may seem odd to some, as it is not
elevated above the water unlike its counterpart, the
Berlayer Beacon. Instead, its base reaches the surface
of the water at high tide and is therefore not easily
accessible to the public. However, upon examining the
surrounding environment, it appears that the Tanjong
Rimau Beacon’s position was well chosen and it holds
great historical significance.

Picture of the Tanjong Rimau Beacon’s position in
relation to the coast and water level.
The coast of Tanjong Rimau is surrounded by a coral
reef which helps prevent coastal erosion as it acts as a
natural barrier against the oncoming waves which would
otherwise result in a receding shoreline. Preventing
erosion allows for the coast to be kept intact, protecting
the beacon’s foundations from becoming unstable and
causing the beacon to collapse. A large reason why the
beacon has been able to stand for so many years amidst
the battering waves and storms it has experienced
would be the protection of the coral reef barrier,
showing how the location for the construction of the
beacon was well thought out and the environment
around it taken into consideration.
The different colours of the beacons too were not
arbitrarily chosen. From a ship entering the harbour’s
perspective, the Berlayer Beacon would be on the lefthand side or “port” in nautical terminology and the
Tanjong Rimau Beacon would be on the right-hand side,
the “starboard”. The port is indicated by the colour red
and the starboard by green. Ships would hang red lights
on the left of their ships and green on their right as a
visual communication to other ships of their position.
Similarly, the port side Berlayer Beacon was painted red
and the starboard side Tanjong Rimau Beacon green as
an indication of the western entrance to Keppel Harbour.
The beacon’s position was also purposeful from a
military standpoint. The Berlayer Beacon and the
Tanjong Rimau Beacon stood at the positions of Fort
Pasir Panjang and Fort Siloso respectively. They were
separated by a 240-metre wide channel, marking the

shortest distance between the mainland and Pulau
Blakang Mati.
Ships which wanted to dock at Keppel Harbour would
have to pass through this extremely narrow channel.
Thus, the beacons with their forts on either side were
capable of delivering a withering crossfire to enemy
ships passing through. However, the forts proved
ineffective during the Battle of Singapore in World War
II, the first air raid conducted by the Japanese forces in
World War 2 on 8 December 1941, as the guns there
were built and designed to defend against a seaward
attack and were inefficient against the invading
Japanese land forces due to their flat trajectory and
wrong ammunition type.

Zoomed in portion of map covered in 1926 showing the
Singapore Keppel Harbour West, the harbour entrance
with beacons located on the tip of the mainland (above)
and Pulau Blakang Mati (below). Courtesy of the
National Archives of Singapore. Taken from
http://www.nas.gov.sg/archivesonline/maps_building_
plans/record-details/b514e663-57a3-11e6-b4c50050568939ad
In conclusion, the Tanjong Rimau Beacon and
the Berlayer Beacon, although not serving much
practical purpose in our current day with a large part of
the original Keppel Harbour converted for the facilitation
of recreational activities, it still bears and will bear much
cultural and military significance to Singapore for years
to come.

Annex C: List of Community Guided Tours Developed and Organised by My Community
C1: Heritage Tours
No.
1

Guided Tours
My Dawson
Heritage Tour

2

Communities
My
Queenstown

Frequency
Every first
weekend (Both
Saturdays and
Sundays)

Duration
0830 to
1230

My Alexandra
Heritage Tour

Every second
weekend (Both
Saturdays and
Sundays)

0830 to
1230

3

My Holland
Village Heritage
Tour

Every third
weekend (Both
Saturdays and
Sundays)

0830 to
1230

4

My Tanglin Halt
Heritage Tour

Every fourth
weekend (Both
Saturdays and
Sundays)

0830 to
1230

Description
My Dawson heritage tour recounts the history of
Singapore’s first satellite town from a modern residential
town in 1959 to the founding of the port city in 1819. The
guided tour weaves in interesting stories from the nutmegs
and rubber plantations, botanic garden and military
encampments. Participants can get to meet long-time
residents in Forfar Heights, Strathmore Avenue and
Dempsey.
My Alexandra heritage tour heritage tour visits the military
installations constructed by the British troops to defend the
naval outpost at Keppel Harbour and follows the
chronology of World War II from Fort Pasir Panjang to the
massacre at Alexandra Hospital and its neighbouring Boh
Beh Kang village. Participants also get to enter the black
and white bungalows at Alexandra Park and hear firsthand accounts of the war from former Boh Beh Kang
villagers.
My Holland Village heritage tour traces the transformation
of Queenstown from a rustic Hakka Village and rubber
plantation in the 1870s to a bustling military village in the
1930s and a renowned expatriate centre and tourist
attraction known as Holland Village in the 2000s.
Participants also get to meet and hear anecdotes from
long-time residents and shop keepers at Thambi Magazine,
Commonwealth Crescent Market and the VIP block
My Tanglin Halt heritage tour traces the evolution of
Queenstown as Singapore’s first satellite town. The tour
visits iconic landmarks including Singapore’s first HDB flats
along Stirling Road, the first polyclinic, neighbourhood

Every 1st
weekend (Both
Saturdays and
Sundays)

Various
times

My Mount
Faber/Sentosa
Heritage Tour

Every 2nd
weekend (Both
Saturdays and
Sundays)

0830 to
1230

7

My Telok Blangah
Heritage Tour

Every 3rd
weekend (Both
Saturdays and
Sundays)

0830 to
1130

8

My Redhill
Heritage Tour

Every 4th
weekend (Both
Saturdays and
Sundays)

1000 to
1200

5

My Tiong Bahru
Heritage Tour

6

My Bukit
Merah

sports complex and branch library. Participants also get to
meet librarians, long-time residents and shop keepers
along the tour.
My Tiong Bahru heritage tour features Singapore’s only
conservation estate where participants explore the pre-war
and post-war architecture and learn about the culture and
arts, food and romance, as well as intriguing people and
stories associated with the charming and picturesque
neighbourhood. The tour includes an exclusive visit to
Singapore’s first communal civilian air raid shelter in a
residential estate which saved and gave lives during world
war II.
My Mount Faber/Sentosa Heritage Tour recounts the
stories of World War II through the underground tunnels,
military encampments and secret reservoirs in Mount Faber
and Sentosa. The tour also features anecdotes and stories
from ex-villagers and military personnel stationed at Mt
Faber and Sentosa.
My Telok Blangah heritage tour traces the 700-year history
of Singapore as a prosperous port city at the southern tip
of Peninsula Malaysia, from a trading emporium founded
by the legendary Sang Nila Utama in 1299, to a pirateinfested free port established by Sir Stamford Raffles in
1819 and a modern metropolis in the 21st century. The
tour features an array of national monuments and
historical sites including Masjid Temenggong Daeng
Ibrahim, Radin Mas Ayu, Bukit Kasita and Church of St
Teresa.
My Redhill heritage tour recounts the legend of Bukit
Merah and the interesting tales from one of Singapore’s
oldest neighbourhoods. Participants can visit the soon-tobe-demolished Singapore Improvement Trust (SIT) flats at

Redhill Close and get up close with the fascinating
residents and shop keepers at Redhill Market.

C2: Arts Tours
No.

Tours

Type of Arts
Form

Frequency

Registration

Description

1

Lens of the
Past

Photography

Monthly

www.mycommunity.eventbrite.sg

2

Artsy Avenues

Sketch

Monthly

www.mycommunity.eventbrite.sg

A photography walk around Queenstown
where locally and internationally renowned
photographers including Joseph Nair and
Nicky Loh bring participants to capture their
sacred spots in the neighbourhood
An immersive sketch walk where participants
can interpret, negotiate and form their
identities and social networks through
curated tours. They will also learn how to
sketch, paint and draw from renowned fine
arts practitioners including Tang Ling Nah,
Tan Chwee Seng.

